### Preschool and Kindergarten

1. Aardema, Verna- Who's in Rabbit's House?
2. Bang, Molly- Ten, Nine, Eight
3. Braun, Sebastien – Toot and Pop!
4. Brown, Margaret Wise- Buenas Noches, Luna (Spanish)
5. Brown, Tameka Fryer – My Cold Plum Lemon Pie Bluesy Mood
6. Bunting, Eve-- Have You Seen My New Blue Socks?
7. Carle, Eric- Very Hungry Caterpillar
8. Coca-Leffler, Maryann- Rain Brings Frogs
9. Codell, Esme Raji- It's Time for Preschool!
10. Cooper, Floyd- Max and the Tag-Along Moon
11. Cunnane, Kelly & Jude Daly- Chirchir is Singing
12. Curtis, Jamie Lee-- My Brave Year of Firsts: Tries, Sighs, & High F
13. Dale, Penny-- Dinosaur Zoom
14. Dewdney, Anna-- Llama Llama and the Bully Goat
15. Dillon, Leo-- Rap a Tap Tap: Here's Bojangles, Think of That
16. Elliott, David- Knitty Kitty
17. El Lyttle, David & Her Alligator
18. Elya, Susan Middleton- Bebe Goes Shopping
19. Fergus, Maureen-- Day My Mom Came to Kindergarten
20. Guarino, Deborah- Is Your Mama a Llama?
21. Hall, Zoe-- Apple Pie Tree
22. Harrington, Janice-- Busy-Busy Little Chick
23. Henkes, Kevin- Birds
24. Hughes, Langston- My People
25. Isadora, Rachel- Say Hello!
27. Johnson, Angela- When I am Old With You
28. Keats, Ezra Jack- Un Dia de Nieve (Spanish)
29. Lindbergh, Reeve- Homer the Library Cat
30. Litwin, Eric-- Pete the Cat and His Four Groovy Buttons
31. Loewen, Nancy- Last Day of Kindergarten
32. Marley, Cedella- One Love
33. Martin Jr., Bill- Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
34. Meltzer, Lynn- Construction Crew
35. Milgrim, David- Eddie Gets Ready for School
36. Mora, Pat- Book Fiestas!: Celebrate Children's Day/ Book Day
37. Numeroff, Laura- If you Give a Dog a Donut
38. Numeroff, Laura- Si le das un Pastelito a un Gato (Spanish)
39. Packard, Mary-- Little Wolf Goes to School
40. Parish, Herman-- Amelia Bedelia's First Library Card
41. Parr, Todd-- Thankful Book
42. Penn, Audrey-- Chester the Brave
43. Pinkney, Jerry- Lion and the Mouse
44. Ransome, James- My Teacher
45. Ringgold, Faith- Tar Beach
46. Rinker, Sherri Duskey- Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site
47. Rockwell, Anne- First Day of School
48. Scheffler, Axel-- Pip and Posy: the Big Balloon
49. Scotton, Rob- Splat the Cat: Back to School, Splat!
50. Shannon, George-- Who Put the Cookies in the Cookie Jar?
51. Shewchuk, Pat- In Lucia's Neighborhood
52. Sierra, Judy – Suppose You Meet a Dinosaur
53. Stead, Philip C-- Bear Has a Story to Tell
54. Swamp, Jake- Giving Thanks: A Native American Good Morning
55. Trapani, Iza-- Bear Went Over the Mountain
56. Weiss, George David & Bob Thiele- What a Wonderful World
57. Wells, Rosemary-- Yoko Learns to Read
58. Wilson, Karma- Bear Wants More
59. Yolen, Jane-- How Do Dinosaurs Eat Their Food?
## First and Second Grade Series
1. Adler, David- Young Cam Jansen
2. Arnold, Todd- Fly Guy
3. Barss, Karen- Martha Speaks
4. Berenstain, Stan & Jan- Berenstain Bears
5. Chaconas, Dori- Cork and Fuzz
6. Cazet, Denys- Minnie and Moo
7. Hill, Susan- Marley
8. Hillert, Margaret- Dear Dragon
9. Holabird, Katharine- Angelina Ballerina
10. Kann, Victoria- Pinkalicious
11. Klein, Adria F.- Max
12. Lowry, Lois- Gooney Bird
13. Manushkin, Fran- Katie Woo
14. Marshall, James- George and Martha
15. Mayer, Mercer- Little Critter
16. McKissack, Pat- Messy Bessey
17. McMullan, Kate- Pearl and Wagner
18. McNamara, Margaret- Robin Hill School
19. Michalak, Jamie- Joe and Sparky
20. Minarik, Else Holmelund- Little Bear
21. O’Connor, Jane- Fancy Nancy
22. Parish, Peggy & Herman- Amelia Bedelia
23. Ray, Marget & H. A.- Curious George
24. Rylant, Cynthia- Henry & Mudge
25. Suen, Anastasia- Rico and Robot
26. Various Authors- DK Eyewitness Readers
27. Various Authors- Scholastic News Non-Fiction Readers
29. Willems, Mo- Elephant & Piggie
30. Worth, Bonnie (also by Rabe, Tish)- Cat in the Hat’s Learning Library

## Third and Fourth Grade Series:
1. Adler- Cam Jansen
2. Brown- Flat Stanley
3. Cabot, Meg – Allie Finkle’s Rules for Girls
4. Cleary- Ramona
5. Dadey- Bailey School Kids
6. Danzinger- Amber Brown
7. DiCamillo- Mercy Watson
8. Draper- Ziggy and the Black Dinosaurs
9. Gantos- Joey Pigza
10. Gutman- My Weird School
11. Holm, Jennifer – Babymouse
12. Kline- Horrible Harry
13. Krulik- Katie Kazoo
14. McDonald- Judy Moody
15. McDonald- Stink
16. McKissack, Pat – Scraps of Time
17. Osborne- Magic Tree House
18. Park– Junie B. Jones
19. Pennypacker- Clementine
20. Pinkwater- Werewolf Club
21. Roy- A to Z Mysteries
22. Sachar- Marvin Redpost
23. Salisbury- Calvin Coconut
24. Scieszka- Time Warp Trio
25. Sobol- Encyclopedia Brown
26. Stilton- Geronimo Stilton
27. Stine- Mostly Ghostly
28. Stine- Rotten School
29. Various Authors- American Girls
30. Various Authors- Dear America

---

## Third and Fourth Grade:
1. Applegate, Katherine- Never Glue Your Friends to Chairs
2. Applegate, Katherine – The One and Only Ivan
3. Auch, Mary Jane- I Was a Third Grade Spy
4. Avi- Poppy
5. Barber, Tiki- Goal Line
6. Becker, Bonny- Magical Ms. Plum
7. Blume, Judy- Otherwise known as Sheila the Great
8. Blume, Judy- Superfudge
9. Blume, Judy - Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing
10. Bouler, Olivia- Olivia’s Birds: Saving the Gulf
11. Buckley, Michael- Sisters Grimm, Fairy Tale Detectives
12. Butterworth, Chris- How Did That Get in My Lunchbox?: the Story of Food
13. Cate, Annette – Look Up! Bird-Watching in Your Own Backyard
14. Cleary, Beverly- The Mouse and the Motorcycle
15. Cleary, Beverly- Henry Huggins
16. Clements, Andrew- Frindle
17. Clements, Andrew- Troublemaker
18. Coville, Bruce- My Teacher is an Alien
19. Cronin, Doreen- Trouble with Chickens: a J.J. Tully Mystery
20. Dahl, Roald- Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
21. Dahl, Roald- Fantastic Mr. Fox
22. Davies, Jacqueline- Lemonade Crime
23. Demi- Gandhi
24. Denenburg, Barry- Stealing Home: The Story of Jackie Robinson
25. DiCamillo, Kate- Tale of Desperaux
26. Draper, Sharon- Sassy: Little Sister is Not My Name
27. English, Karen- Nikki and Deja: Election Madness
28. Fitzhugh, Louise- Harriet the Spy
29. Gardiner, John- Stone Fox
30. Giovanni, Nikki- Rosa
31. Goldberg, Whoopi- Plum Fantastic
32. Grimes, Nikki- Make Way for Dyamonde Daniel
33. Grimes, Nikki- Road to Paris
34. Haskell, Merrie – Handbook for Dragon Slayers
35. Henkes, Kevin-Year of Billy Miller
36. Konigsburg, E.L.- From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler
37. Levine, Gail Carson- Ella Enchanted
38. Lord, Bette- In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson
39. Lowry, Lois- Anastasia Krupnik
40. Lowry, Lois- Bless This Mouse
41. MacLachlan, Patricia- Sarah, Plain & Tall
42. Mills, Claudia- Mason Dixon: Fourth-Grade Disasters
43. Mortensen, Greg – Listen to the Wind
44. Myers, Walter Dean- Malcolm X: A Fire Burning Brightly
45. Paterson, Katherine – Bridge to Terabithia
46. Peirce, Lincoln- Big Nate on a Roll
47. Robinet, Harriette- Forty Acres and Maybe a Mule
48. Rockwell, Thomas- How to Eat Fried Worms
49. Sachar, Louis- Holes
50. San Souci, Robert- Talking Eggs
51. Schroeder, Alan- Minty: A Story of Young Harriet Tubman
52. Schwartz, Alvin- Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
53. Silverstein, Shel- Where the Sidewalk Ends
54. Spinelli, Jerry- Fourth Grade Rats
55. Steptoe, John- Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters
56. Tang, Greg- Grapes of Math
57. Thomas, Joyce Carol- The Blacker the Berry
58. Velde, Vivian- Three Good Deeds
59. White, E.B.- Charlotte’s Web

---

## Mayor Byron W. Brown’s Reading Rules!
2014 Kids Summer Reading Challenge Suggested Reading List
## Fifth and Sixth Grade

1. Anderson, Laurie Halse - *Chains*
2. Angleberger, Tom – *The Strange Case of the Origami Yoda*
3. Avi - *Never Mind*: a Twin Novel
4. Baskin, Nora Raleigh - *Summer Before Boys*
5. Bauer, Joan – *Close to Famous*
6. Blackwood, Gary- *Shakespeare Stealer*
7. Blume, Judy- *Double Fudge*
9. Broach, Elise- *Missing on Superstition Mountain*
10. Choldenko, Gennifer- *No Passengers Beyond This Point*
11. Cleary, Beverly- *Querido Senor Henshaw* (Spanish)
12. Clements, Andrew- *Room One: a Mystery or Two*
13. Clements, Andrew – *The Report Card*
15. Corder, Zizou- *Lionboy*
16. Creech, Sharon- *Hate That Cat*
17. Curtis, Christopher Paul- *Elijah of Buxton*
18. DiCamillo, Kate- *Because of Winn Dixie*
19. DiCamillo, Kate - *Flora and Ulysses: The Illuminated Adventures*
20. Draper, Sharon M.- *Out of My Mind*
21. DuPrau, Jeanne- *The City of Ember*
22. Fleischman, Sid- *Trouble Begins at 8: A Life of Mark Twain in the Wild, Wild West* (Nonfiction)
23. Gaiman, Neil- *Coraline*
24. Green, Tim – *Deep Zone: a Football Genius Novel*
25. Griffin, Penn- *Ghost Sitter*
26. Gutman, Dan- *Nightmare at the Book Fair*
27. Haddix, Margaret Peterson- *Running Out of Time*
29. Henkes, Kevin- *Olive’s Ocean*
30. Hiaasen, Carl- *Hoot*
31. Hoose, Phillip – *Claudette Colvin: Twice Toward Justice* (Nonfiction)
32. Ibbotson, Eva- Star of Kazan
33. Ignatow, Amy- *Popularity Papers: Research for the Social Improvement and General Betterment of Lydia Goldblatt and Julie Graham-Chang*
34. Jones, Traci L.- *Silhouetted by the Blue*
35. Konigsburg, E.L.- *View from Saturday*
36. Korman, Gordon- *No More Dead Dogs*
37. Korman, Gordon- *Swindle*
38. Lai, Thanhha - *Inside Out and Back Again*
39. Levine, Gail Carson- *Ella Enchanted*
40. Lewis, C.S.- *El Leon, la Bruja y el Ropero*
41. Lord, Cynthia- *Rules*
42. Lowry, Lois- *Willoughby’s*
43. Mass, Wendy- 13 Gifts
44. McCaughrean, Geraldine- *Peter Pan in Scarlet*
45. Mortenson, Greg – *Three Cups of Tea* (Young Readers Edition) (Nonfiction)
46. Murphy, Jim- *Blizzard: The Storm That Changed America* (Nonfiction)
47. Nelson, Kadir – *Heart and Soul: The Story of America and African Americans* (Nonfiction)
49. Nuzum, K.A.- *Leanin’ Dog*
50. Palacio, R. J. - *Wonder*
51. Patterson, James- *Middle School, The Worst Years of My Life*
52. Peck, Richard- *Year Down Yonder*
53. Rowling, J.K.- *Harry Potter y la Piedra Filosofal* (Spanish/Fantasy)
54. Ryan, Pam Munoz- *Becoming Naomi Leon*
55. Ryan, Pam Munoz – *Dreamer*
56. Saletta, Kurtis – *Mudville*
57. Schanzer, Rosalyn – *Witches: The Absolutely True Tale of Disaster in Salem* (Nonfiction)
58. Scieszka, Jon- *Knucklehead: Tall Tales and Mostly True Stories About Growing Up Scieszka* (Nonfiction)
59. Sheinkin, Steve – *Bomb: The Race to Build and Steal the World’s Most Dangerous Weapon* (Nonfiction)
60. Silverstein, Shel- *Don’t Bump the Glump! And Other Fantasies* (Nonfiction)
61. Sloan, Holly Goldberg – *Counting by 7s*
62. Snyder, Zilpha Keatley- *Bronze Pen*
63. Spinelli, Jerry- *Eggs*
64. Stead, Rebecca- *When You Reach Me*
65. Stephens, John- *Emerald Atlas*
66. Stine, R.L.- *It’s the First Day of School...Forever*
67. Taylor, Mildred- *The Friendship*
68. Tolon, Stephanie- *Surviving the Applewhites*
69. Williams-Garcia, Rita – *One Crazy Summer*
70. Woodson, Jacqueline- *Feathers*
71.

### Fifth and Sixth Grade cont.
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### Fifth and Sixth Grade Series

1. Wood, Allison, Jennifer- *Gilda Joyce, Psychic Investigator*
2. Boniface, William- *Extraordinary Adventures of Ordinary Boy*
3. Bracegirdle, P.J.- *Joy of Spooking*
4. Buckley, Michael- *Sisters Grimm*
5. Cabot, Meg- *Allie Finkle*
6. Cooper, Susan- *Dark is Rising Sequence*
7. Delaney, Joseph- *Last Apprentice*
8. Dixon, Franklin W. – *The Hardy Boys*
9. Ganso, Jack- *Joey Pigza*
10. Grant, Michael- *Magnificent 12*
11. Grisham, John – *Theodore Boone, Kid Lawyer*
12. Gutman, Dan- *Baseball Card Adventure*
13. Haddix, Margaret Peterson- *Missing*
14. Hunter, Erin – *The Seekers*
15. Jacques, Brian- *Redwall*
16. Keene, Carolyn – *Nancy Drew*
17. Kinney, Jeff- *Diary of a Wimpy Kid*
18. Landy, Derek – *Skulduggery Pleasant*
19. Lasky, Kathryn- *Wolves of Beyond*
20. Lewis, C.S.- *Chronicles of Narnia*
21. Lupica, Mike- *Comeback Kids*
22. Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds- *Alice*
23. Nimmo, Jenny- *Charlie Bone*
24. Riordan, Rick- *Heroes of Olympus*
25. Riordan, Rick- *Percy Jackson and the Olympians*
26. Rowling, J.K.- *Harry Potter*
27. Smith, Jeff- *Bone series* (Graphic Novel)
28. Snickett, Lemony- *Series of Unfortunate Events*
29. Springer, Nancy- *Enola Holmes Mysteries*
30. Stine, R.L.- *Goosebumps*
31. Van Draanen, Wendelin- *Sammy Keyes*
32. Various authors- *Dear America*
33. Various authors- *39 Clues*
34. West, Jacqueline- *Books of Elsewhere*
35. Wilson, N.D.- *100 Cupboards series*
36. Wood, Maryrose- *Incorrigible Children of Ashton Place*
### Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Grade

1. Alexie, Sherman - *The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian*
2. Anderson, Laurie Halse - *Speak*
3. Barry, Dave - *Bridge to Nowhere*
4. Bauer, Joan - *Peeled*
5. Bloch, Edward - *London Calling*
7. Booth, Cole - *Tyrell*
8. Bruchac, Joseph – *Heart of a Chief*
9. Cody, Matthew – *Will in Scarlet*
10. Collins, Suzanne – *Hunger Games*
11. Connor, Leslie – *Waiting for Normal*
12. Creech, Sharon - *Wanderer*
13. Curtis, Christopher Paul - *Bucking the Sarge*
14. Davis, Sampson - *We Beat the Street: How a Friendship Pact Led to Succeed*
16. Farmer, Nancy - *The House of the Scorpion*
17. Ford, Jasper – *The Last Dragon Slayer*
18. Finn, Alex - *Breathing Underwater*
19. Flake, Sharon - *Who Am I Without Him*
20. Giles, Gail - *What Happened to Cass McBride*
21. Grant, Christopher - *Teenie*
22. Grimes, Nikki - *Bronx Masquerade*
23. Hobbs, Will - *Take Me to the River*
25. Jimenez, Francisco – *Take Me to the River*
26. Johnson, Angela - *First Part Last*
27. Kincaid, Jamaica – *Annie John*
28. Lane, Andrew - *Death Cloud*
29. Lore, P talkus - *Power of Six*
30. Mackler, Carolyn - *The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big, Round Things*
31. Murdock, Catherine – *Dairymaid*
32. Myers, Walter Dean - *Monster*
33. Myers, Walter Dean – *What They Found on 145th Street*
34. Porter, Allen - *SLOB*
35. Paolini, Christopher - *Eragon*
36. Santiago, Esmeralda – *When I Was Puerto Rican*
37. Spiegelman, Art - *Maus: A Survivor’s Tale*
38. Spinelli, Jerry - *Stargirl*
39. Stratton, Allan - *Chandra’s Secret*
40. Tan, Shaun - *The Arrival*
41. Vande Velde, Vivian - *Being Dead: Stories*
42. Volponi, Paul - *Rucker Park Setup*
43. Westerfeld, Scott - *Peeps*
44. Wolf, Joan - *Someone Named Eva*
45. Woods, Brenda - *Emako Blue*
46. Woodson, Jacqueline - *After Tupac and D Foster*
47. Woodson, Jacqueline - *Miracle’s Boys*
48. Yang, Gene - *American Born Chinese*

### Young Adult (7-12th Grade) Series cont.

21. Nix, Garth - *Keys to the Kingdom*
22. Patterson, James - *Maximum Ride*
23. Pearson, Ridley - *Kingdom Keepers*
24. Pierce, Tamora - *Protector of the Small*
25. Sage, Angie - *Septimus Heap*
26. Scott, Michael Dylan – *The Alchemyst*
27. Shan, Darren - *Cirque du Freak*
28. Stiefvater, Maggie - *Wolves of Mercy Falls*
29. Ward, Rachel - *Numbers*
30. Williams, Tim - *It Chicks*
31. Walden, Mark - *H.I.V.E.: Higher Institute of Villainous Education*
32. Various - *Kimani Tru*
33. Vaughan, Brian K. - *Runaways*
34. Westerfeld, Scott – *Uglies*

### Young Adult Grades 10-12

1. Alexie, Sherman - *Flight*
2. Alvarez, Julia – *In the Time of Butterflies*
3. Asher, Jay - *Thirteen Reasons Why*
4. Bacigalupi, Paolo – *Ship Breaker*
5. Baldwin, James – *Fire Next Time*
6. Booth, Cole - *Tyrell*
7. Bray, Libba - *Beauty Queens*
8. Budhos, Marina - *Ask Me No Questions*
9. Cameron, Peter - *Someday This Pain Will Be Useful to You*
10. Card, Orson Scott - *Ender’s Game*
11. Cohn, Rachel - *Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist*
12. Cohn, Rachel & Levitan, David – *Naomi and Ely’s No Kiss List*
13. Cullen, Lynn - *I Am Rembrandt’s Daughter*
14. Dessen, Sarah - *What Happened to Goodbye*
15. Dole, Mayra L. - *Down to the Bone*
16. Downham, Jenny - *Before I Die*
17. Gaines, Patrice – *Laughing in the Dark: From Colored Girl to a Woman Of Color*
18. Gaines, Ernest – *Gathering of Old Men*
19. Gaines, Ernest – *Lesson Before Dying*
20. Gardner, Sally – *Maggot Moon*
22. Going, K.L. - *Saint Iggy*
23. Hartnett, Sonya - *Surrender*
24. Hautman, Pete - *Big Crunch*
25. Herbach, Geoff - *Stupid Fast*
26. Hopkins, Ellen - *Crank*
27. Homby, Nick – *Slam*
28. Hyde, Catherine Ryan - *Becoming Chloe*
29. Jenkins, A.M. - *Repossessed*
30. Jordan, Dream - *Hot Girl*
31. Kelly, Joe – *I Kill Giants*
32. Lat-Town Boy
33. Lester, Julius - *When Dad Killed Mom*
34. Lewis, John & Aydin, Andrew – *March: Book 1*
35. Lyga, Barry - *Boy Toy*
36. Maberry, Jonathan – *Rot & Ruin*
37. Marchetta, Melina - *Saving Francesca*
38. McBride, James – *The Color of Water*
39. McCaughrean, Geraldine - *The White Darkness*
40. McCormick, Patricia - *Sold*
41. McMann, Lisa - *Wake*
42. Morrison, Toni – *Tar Baby*
43. Myers, Walter Dean – *Bad Boy: A Memoir*
44. Myers, Walter Dean – *Darius & Twig*
45. Mead, Richelle - *Vampire Academy*
46. Naylor, Gloria - *The Women of Brewster Place*
47. Obama, Barak – *Dreams From My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance*
48. Oppel, Kenneth - *This Dark Endeavor*
49. Paton, Alan – *Cry, the Beloved Country*
50. Pena, Matt De La – *The Living*
51. Pena, Matt De La - *Mexican Whiteboy*